Our new flex schedule lesson package could be perfect for you! We are offering packages of 4 and 8 private lessons for adult learners who need a bit more flexibility with their schedule. Here’s how it works:

- Contact our registrar or submit an online lesson inquiry
- Choose your instrument and let us know if you have a preferred teacher
- We’ll work with you to determine lesson & teacher availability in either a 4- or 8-week package
- Determine the dates of your lessons – they do not need to be consecutive weeks
- Lessons can be taken remotely or in person based on instructor’s availability and your preference

The fine print:

- All lessons must be completed by the end of the semester in which you are enrolled or they are forfeited
- Teacher, lesson time, and preference of 4- or 8-week package is based on availability of the instructor
- All other WCMS policies such as withdrawal, absence and make-up policies are as stated on the school’s website
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